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ABSTRACT
Uncertainty quantification in risk analysis has become a key
application. In this context, computing the diagonal of in-
verse covariance matrices is of paramount importance. Stan-
dard techniques, that employ matrix factorizations, incur a
cubic cost which quickly becomes intractable with the cur-
rent explosion of data sizes. In this work we reduce this
complexity to quadratic with the synergy of two algorithms
that gracefully complement each other and lead to a radi-
cally different approach. First, we turned to stochastic esti-
mation of the diagonal. This allowed us to cast the problem
as a linear system with a relatively small number of multiple
right hand sides. Second, for this linear system we developed
a novel, mixed precision, iterative refinement scheme, which
uses iterative solvers instead of matrix factorizations. We
demonstrate that the new framework not only achieves the
much needed quadratic cost but in addition offers excellent
opportunities for scaling at massively parallel environments.
We based our implementation on BLAS 3 kernels that en-
sure very high processor performance. We achieved a peak
performance of 730 TFlops on 72 BG/P racks, with a sus-
tained performance 73% of theoretical peak. We stress that
the techniques presented in this work are quite general and
applicable to several other important applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D [D.1.3]: Parallel programming; G [G.1.3]: Linear sys-
tems (direct and iterative methods), Sparse, structured, and
very large systems (direct and iterative methods)

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Economics

Keywords
Inverse Covariance Matrices, Stochastic Estimation, Itera-
tive Refinement, Iterative Solvers, Quadratic Cost, Massive
Parallelism
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1. INTRODUCTION
Analysis of the huge backload of ever accumulating data
presents nowadays a huge computational challenge in nu-
merous applications of Science, Engineering and Business.
Of particular importance is uncertainty quantification. In
this setting, inverse covariance matrices hold a central role
(see for example [15, 19, 10, 20] and references therein for ap-
plications in Geology, Portfolio Management, Astrophysics
and Signal Processing to name a few). A crucial question in
data analysis for risk management is the degree of confidence
that we can have in the quality of our data. A highly useful
measure of this quality is provided by the diagonal entries
of the inverse covariance matrix. In this work we describe
a low complexity, highly scalable method for the stochastic
estimation of the main diagonal of inverse covariance matri-
ces.

The huge sizes of covariance matrices in data intensive appli-
cations and their dense nature, incur an immense cost that
demands exascale computing resources using matrix inver-
sion. In particular, standard techniques from numerical lin-
ear algebra, such as the Cholesky factorization, incur a cubic
cost with respect to matrix size. In addition, it is important
to observe that the rate of which we create new data by far
exceeds the rate by which we increase our computing capac-
ity. Thus, analyzing terabytes of data, which translates to
millions of data samples, already requires exaflops of compu-
tations, stressing current computing resources to their very
limit and rendering practical analysis scenarios for the near
future completely intractable.

We focused on reducing the order of complexity from cubic
to quadratic. We moved away from traditional matrix fac-
torization techniques and adopted stochastic estimation and
iterative algorithms. In parallel, we designed our techniques
to allow deployment on (heterogenous) massively parallel
architectures and at the same time achieve high processor
performance.

The outline of our approach is as follows:

1) We turned to stochastic estimation. We retrieve the di-
agonal entries of the inverse covariance matrix by means of
a minimum bias stochastic estimator. We will show that
by means of a few, with respect to the matrix size, matrix-
vector products of the inverse covariance matrix with a set
of carefully selected vectors, we can quickly get a quite accu-
rate estimation of the diagonal. It is crucial to point out that



for the matrix-vector products with the inverse covariance
matrix, by no means do we invert the covariance matrix, but
rather approximately solve linear systems with it.

2) We solve the linear systems utilizing a novel, mixed preci-
sion, iterative refinement scheme, which is not based on ma-
trix factorizations. Thus, instead of relying on the Cholesky
decomposition of the covariance matrix, we designed an it-
erative refinement scheme that utilizes a (small) constant
number of matrix-vector products with the covariance ma-
trix. The consequence is a reduction of computational com-
plexity from cubic to quadratic. It is important to stress
that the new solver can achieve arbitrary levels of higher
precision and greatly benefits from the presence of acceler-
ated low precision hardware, that is an established trend in
current and future heterogeneous supercomputers.

Iterative techniques for linear systems are known to allow
excellent scaling since they are based on matrix-vector prod-
ucts (see for example [5]). On the other hand, it is exactly
the latter feature that does not allow the use of high per-
formance BLAS 3 subroutines, that causes low processor
performance. We solved this problem by exploiting the na-
ture of stochastic estimation. Since we need to solve a linear
system with multiple right hand sides, this will prove to be
a crucial property that will allow us to use high performance
(BLAS 3) matrix-matrix multiplication.

The host hardware platform in this work is the Blue Gene/P
(BG/P) Supercomputer. One rack of such a system hosts
1024 compute nodes, each with one quad core processor
[13]. The BG/P architecture offers 5 different interconnec-
tion networks, among them a low latency-high bandwidth
TREE network that allows extremely fast and efficient col-
lective communication primitives. Thus, we designed our
method so as to make heavy use of collective communica-
tion. We were able to reduce time to solution by almost 3
orders of magnitude, in comparison to standard techniques,
for the largest matrices we worked with. In particular we
achieved a peak performance exceeding 730 TFlops on 72
racks (73% of peak) of the BG/P JUGENE system at the
Jülich Forschungszentrum [14].

Finally, we would like to stress that the methodologies pre-
sented in this work have a wider applicability, outside of un-
certainty quantification. In particular, the new linear solver
is of general purpose. It can be particularly helpful when
very high levels of precision are required. In addition, it
can take great advantage of accelerated hardware on a wide
spread of platforms ranging from multicore and GPU based
workstations to heterogenous supercomputers.

2. ESTIMATING THE DIAGONAL OF THE
INVERSE

Suppose that A ∈ Rn×n is a symmetric positive definite
matrix and as such, its inverse A−1 ∈ Rn×n exists. We
wish to compute the main diagonal (or the trace) of A−1.
Let ei ∈ Rn×1 be the vector with all of its entries equal
to zero except the i-th one, which is set to 1. Then, it is
easy to verify that the i-th diagonal entry âi,i of A−1 can be
retrieved by computing

âi,i = e>i A
−1ei, (1)

where e>i is the transpose of vector ei. Thus, in order to
retrieve the diagonal of the inverse matrix, we need to solve
n linear systems,

Axi = ei, i = 1, . . . , n. (2)

Then, we have âi,i = e>i xi.

In standard practice, since we need to solve many (n) lin-
ear systems with the same matrix A, we can first compute
its Cholesky factorization, A = R>R, where R is an upper
triangular matrix (see [8]). The cost of the Cholesky factor-
ization runs at O( 1

3
n3). Then, the calculation of each of the

diagonal entries âi,i is accomplished as

1. Solve R>yi = ei

2. Solve Rxi = yi

3. Set: âi,i = e>i xi,

for i = 1, . . . , n. Observe that R is (upper) triangular, and
thus the cost of steps 2 and 3 above is O(2n2) each. There-
fore, the total cost of the procedure runs atO(4n3+1/3n3) =
O(4n3). Obviously, this is quite a formidable cost, especially
when the matrix size n becomes large.

We are faced with the question whether we can do signifi-
cantly better in terms of complexity. We identify two main
possibilities:

i) Substituting the Cholesky factorization, responsible for
one part of the cubic cost, with an iterative procedure. The
aim is to bring down the cost to O(n2) for the solution of
each linear system (2). Towards this goal we employ a novel
Iterative Refinement scheme, that is designed to scale to
thousands of computing cores and to take advantage of ac-
celerated single precision arithmetic when available.

ii) Reducing the number of vectors, and thus linear system
solutions, required to estimate the diagonal entries âi,i. In-
deed, we will use s � n specially designed vectors and we
will substitute the deterministic procedure we have just de-
scribed with a, naturally parallel, stochastic estimator for
all of the diagonal entries âi,i.

Observe that none of the two proposed remedies alone can
significantly reduce the total cost, as this will remain O(n3).
However, their synergy can indeed achieve our goal. Indeed,
we will show that stochastic estimation will require the so-
lution of a linear system with s � n right hand sides, each
of which will incur an O(n2) cost using our new iterative
refinement solver. Thus, we bring the cost of estimating the
diagonal down to O(sn2).

3. STOCHASTIC DIAGONAL ESTIMATOR
Let P(A) be a matrix function. We are interested in estimat-

ing the diagonal entries of the resulting matrix Â = P(A).
In the present case P(A) = A−1 is the inverse function.

The authors in [1] proposed a stochastic estimator for the

diagonal of Â = P(A), where the function P is a certain pro-
jector. The main prerequisite was that we have a procedure



P (A, vi), such that for the given matrix A and a vector vi,
P (A, vi) ≈ P(A)vi. That is, P (A, vi) approximates, up to a
user specified accuracy, the matrix vector product of matrix
Â = P(A) with a vector vi. Observe that for the purposes
of the current work, we define the procedure P (A, vi) to
be an (approximate) iterative solution of the linear system
Axi = vi. Iterative linear solvers require only matrix-vector
products with matrix A (see [17]), and thus implementing
P (A, vi) boils down to matrix-vector products with matrix
A.

Let now vectors vi have entries ±1 with equal probability
1/2. Then it is known that

ts(P(A)) =
1

s

sX
i=1

(v>i P (A, vi)), (3)

is a minimum variance estimator for the trace of matrix
Â = P(A) [7],[12].

Consider now the diagonal estimator proposed in [1]. Let the
entries of vectors vi have suitably selected entries. Then, we
estimate the diagonal of matrix Â = P(A) as

Ds =

"
sX

i=1

(vi ⊗ P (A, vi)

#
�

"
sX

i=1

vi ⊗ vi

#
, (4)

where ⊗,� denote Hadamard (entry-wise) multiplication
and division respectively. Analysis (see [1]) shows that the
number s of vectors vi can be kept much less than the ma-
trix size n in order for the estimator to yield quite accurate
results. Indeed, it is very often the case that we are inter-
ested in only 2-3 digits of accuracy, in which case s can be
kept as small as a few hundreds while n is in the order of
millions.

3.1 BLAS 3 and Parallel Implementations
Observe that we can perform the function evaluations P (A, vi)
in batches. This means that we can form blocks

Vj = [v1, . . . , vm], m < s, j = 1, . . . .

This is a highly desirable property since it will allow us to
develop BLAS 3 implementations of the overall scheme. In
particular, as we will see in the following section, the iter-
ative solver for the computation of P (A, Vj) ≈ A−1Vj will
be based on high performance matrix-matrix multiplication
(BLAS based xGEMM routine).

Furthermore, the different blocks Vj can be treated simul-
taneously. That is, groups of loosely coupled computing
resources can collaborate to expedite the estimation of the
diagonal. In contrast to the computation of P (A, V ) that
will require strongly coupled parallel execution, the summa-
tions on the numerator and denominator of formula (4) pose
rather modest communication requirements.

4. EVALUATION OF THE MATRIX FUNC-
TION ON A VECTOR

We now turn our attention to the evaluation of the matrix
function P(A)vi. As discussed in the previous section, here
we consider that P(A)vi : P (A, vi) ≈ A−1vi. In order to
reduce the cubic complexity that would be induced by a
Cholesky based solver, we opt to use an iterative solver.

We introduce a new Iterative Refinement scheme for the so-
lution of very large dense symmetric positive definite linear
systems that is based on the Conjugate Gradient method
[17]. The scheme is designed in order to keep complexity
for the evaluation of P (A, vi) at the quadratic level O(mn2)
where m� n. Furthermore, the proposed method can take
advantage of accelerated low precision floating point arith-
metic hardware when such is available. Finally, we will show
that the new scheme is highly suitable for massively parallel
deployment since it is based on matrix-matrix multiplica-
tions.

4.1 Iterative Refinement
We start by briefly describing the general ideas behind It-
erative Refinement. We wish to solve the linear system
Axi = vi by means of a given procedure P (A, vi). Let,
Pl(A, vi) be an implementation of P (A, vi) in lower precision
arithmetic. For example, Pl(A, vi) could be implemented in
32bit long single precision (according to IEEE standards),
while P (A, vi) will be in 64 bit long double prevision (or
higher). Iterative Refinement proceeds as follows:

Compute initial solution x̂i := Pl(A, vi), and promote x
(1)
i =

H(x̂i), where H(·) promotes its low precision argument to
high precision.

1. Compute residual in full precision: rk = b−Axk. Stop
if residual is small enough (i.e. ‖r‖2 < tol)

2. Solve dk = P (A,L(rk)), where L(·) demotes to low
precision

3. Update solution in full precision xk+1 = xk +H(dk),

where tol is some user specified convergence tolerance and
‖.‖2 is the standard Euclidian norm of a vector. Iterative
Refinement has been traditionally used with Gaussian Elim-
ination as early as in the 1940s. The method was first ana-
lyzed by Wilkinson [21] (see also [11]).

The advent of the multicore processing paradigm and in par-
ticular the ability of vastly accelerated single precision float-
ing point arithmetic (as compared with double precision)
on multicore platforms such as the Cell Broadband Engine
have significantly renewed the interest in Iterative Refine-
ment (see for example [4] and references therein). In this
setting, the procedure P (A, .) is based on a matrix factoriza-
tion of matrix A in low precision arithmetic. In particular,
since in this work we are interested in symmetric positive
definite matrices, P (A, .) utilizes a low precision Cholesky
factorization of matrix A = R>R, where as we have seen
in the previous section, R is an upper triangular matrix.
However, although the benefits of accelerated low precision
arithmetic are immediately obvious the cost remains cubic
with respect to matrix size. We next propose a variant of
iterative refinement that uses a constant small number of
steps of the Conjugate Gradient method.

4.2 Conjugate Gradient Iterative Refinement
In order for Iterative Refinement to work and produce results
to the desired working precision, the residual rk+1 (as well as
the initial one) needs to be calculated in working precision



Figure 1: Convergence behavior of iteration Refine-
ment with perturbed Cholesky factor.

[11]. Then, if matrix A is not too ill-conditioned, we can
expect swift convergence (i.e. small number of iterations).
Indeed, the general requirement on the solver for the system
Axi = vi is that the computed solution x̂i satisfies

(A+ ∆A)x̂i = vi, ‖A−1∆A‖∞ < 1, (5)

where ‖.‖∞ is the matrix infinity norm. Thus, from (5) it
becomes clear that one can solve for the update vector dk

(step 2 of the Iterative Refinement procedure) at an accu-
racy that is lower than the unit roundoff of low precision
arithmetic, which is roughly 0.5 · 10−8 for single precision in
the IEEE 754 arithmetic.

A manifestation of the above property is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. For a sequence of SDP matrices of increasing di-
mension (n=400:400:2000), we compute their Cholesky fac-
torization. Then, we perturb the Cholesky factor so as to
change the accuracy of the calculation of the update vec-
tor dk. For each different size n we have conducted a se-
ries of perturbations. In particular, we set R := R + E
where E is a random upper triangular matrix such that
‖R+E‖2/‖R‖2 ≤ 10−i, i = 1 : 2.5 : 10. The vertical axis in
Figure 1 depicts the number of iterations required by Itera-
tive Refinement in order to solve to linear system to working
precision (IEEE double precision in this case). Iterative Re-
finement is able to converge even when the quality of the
linear system solution for the calculation of the update vec-
tor dk is very poor (i.e. large perturbations to the Cholesky
factor). Of course, the number of required iterations is in-
creased in the extreme cases, however it drops very quickly
when we reach single precision accuracy and beyond. These
results suggest that using single precision Cholesky factor-
ization for mildly ill-conditioned matrices can be an overkill
in the context of mixed precision Iterative Refinement.

Thus, it becomes clear that we could relax the accuracy of
the solver in a controlled way. Indeed we propose to use as
the procedure P (A, .) a small, constant number of steps of
the Conjugate Gradient method for SPD linear systems [17].
In Table 1 we provide an algorithmic description of the CG
method for multiple right hand side vectors.

The use of CG in the context of Iterative Refinement has

Conjugate Gradient
*In* SPD matrix: A, right hand side: Vj

with m columns, initial solution X(0),
CG iterations: cg iter
*Out* Approximate solution X of linear

systems AX = Vj

1. Compute initial residual R(1) = Vj −AX(0),

Q(1) = R(1)

2. do k = 1, . . . , cg iter

3. T := AQ(k)

4. αk,i =
<R

(k)
i ,R

(k)
i >

<Ti,Q
(k)
i >

, i = 1, . . . ,m

5. X
(k)
i = X

(k−1)
i + αk,iTi, i = 1, . . . ,m

6. Ti = αk,iTi, i = 1, . . . ,m

7. R(k+1) = R(k) − T

8. βk,i =
<R

(k+1)
i ,R

(k+1)
i >

<Ti,Q
(k)
i >

, i = 1, . . . ,m

9. Q
(k+1)
i = R

(k+1)
i + βk,iQ

(k)
i , i = 1, . . . ,m

10. enddo

Table 1: The CG Algorithm for multiple right hand
sides

several computational characteristics that render it quite fa-
vorable:

1. Matrix A is only required by means of matrix-matrix
products (or matrix-vector) (line 3, CG). Unlike typi-
cal dense methods, such as the Cholesky factorization,
we do not need to alter the elements of the matrix (nor
do we need additional memory to store the matrix fac-
tors, i.e. the triangular matrix R). On the other hand,
CG simply requires a routine that is able to satisfac-
torily approximate the application of matrix A on a
given set of vectors. This is a highly desirable prop-
erty in applications where the calculation of matrix
elements is a formidable computational task, or when
they are given in functional form. In the latter case,
while the use of the Cholesky decomposition would re-
quire actually forming and storing matrix A, using the
CG method completely avoids this restriction.

2. The memory requirements of CG are constant with
respect to the matrix size n. Indeed, observe that we
need to keep only 4 vectors of length n in memory
(for each column of matrix Vj) . This is a fundamen-
tal property of Krylov linear solvers (such as the CG
method), which can build an orthonormal basis relying
on a simple three term recurrence of the basis vectors.
The original linear system is restricted on the subspace
spanned by the basis vectors and is solved at a much
lower dimension than n (see [17]).

3. CG is based on matrix-vector products (matrix-matrix
in our setting) and inner products among vectors. These
are highly optimized linear algebra kernels (BLAS 1-3)
that have excellent implementations on virtually all
available processors. Furthermore, as it will be shown
in the following section, parallelization of these kernels
requires well predicable communication patterns. This



is a feature that is highly desirable on both multicore
as well as on massively parallel platforms. Finally, it
is not difficult to see that in the present case where
we need to solve a linear system with multiple right
hand sides the matrix-vector products (at line 3, CG)
are implemented by a BLAS 3 matrix-matrix operation
that has well known excellent performance character-
istics. This is a crucial property in our application,
since we can select the size of the block matrix Vj (see
previous section) in a way that maximizes processor
performance.

4. The overall cost of CG is O(cg iter ·m · n2), since the
cost of each one of the cg iter steps is dominated by
the O(mn2) cost of the matrix-matrix product (line 3
of the CG). Observe that the algorithm can be run on
fast low precision hardware to simulate high precision,
and extended high precision (i.e. quadruple), in the
context of Iterative Refinement.

It is important to stress that the P (A, .) procedure, which
is the CG algorithm in our case, can be implemented either
in low or in high precision arithmetic. Thus, deployment
of the method on platforms that support accelerated single
precision arithmetic (such as the Cell Broadband Engine)
can benefit from this feature. However, even on platforms
that do not yield any performance advantage in low pre-
cision floating point arithmetic we can still benefit from a
low precision implementation of the CG algorithm, because
of the reduced traffic to main memory, since low precision
arithmetic uses only a fraction of the bytes as compared to
higher precision. Furthermore, the length of messages in the
implementation of the parallel CG algorithm will also be a
fraction of the size if low precision is used.

5. PARALLELIZATION ON DISTRIBUTED
MEMORY PLATFORMS

We start with the description of the parallelization strategy
for the GC Iterative Refinement scheme within the context
of the Diagonal Estimator scheme (4). In this work we target
on massively parallel deployment, and thus we have chosen
a distributed memory parallel implementation by means of
the Message Passing Interface standard [18, 9].

The main computational kernel of the scheme is a matrix-
matrix multiplication (see line 3, CG). In the case of just
one right hand side vector (i.e. k = 1), then it is clear

that we can afford to keep vector Q
(k)
i (as well as vectors

R
(k)
i , T

(k)
i and X

(k)
i ) replicated at each processor for quite

large matrix sizes n. In that case, a row-wise distribution of
matrix A would make the computation of the matrix-vector
product, communication free. However, since we have sev-
eral right hand side vectors in matrix Vj , it is clear that we
need to distribute the above vectors to the available pro-
cessors. The main reason is to achieve scalable memory
requirements, that will allow the use of hundreds of right
hand sides and very large matrix sizes n. Consider the fol-
lowing two dimensional distribution of matrix A on a M×K
processor grid,

A =

26664
A1,1 A1,2 · · · A1,K

A2,1 A2,2 · · · A2,K

...
...

...
AM,1 AM,2 · · · AM,K

37775 (6)

and the one dimensional distribution of matrix Q(k).

Q(k) =

2664
Q1,1

Q2,1

· · ·
QK,1

3775 (7)

We distinguish two cases. When K = 1, matrix A is dis-
tributed row-wise. Thus, each row block i, i = 1, . . . ,M of
the result is computed as follows:

Ti,: =
X

Ai,kQi,1. (8)

Observe that the row block Ti,: is local to each processor
while the block Qi,1 is local to the i − th processor. Thus,
the product (8) can be implemented by a sequence of broad-
casts, where each processor sends (in turn) its block Qi,1 to
all other processors. This is an elegant and easy to im-
plement mechanism, that can take great advantage of the
excellent TREE network of the BG/P architecture. On the
other hand, we see that the row dimension of the row block
Ai,k decreases as n/Pr (Pr being the number of proces-
sors). Thus, when we increase the number of processors,
this row dimension becomes small and performance of lo-
cal matrix-matrix multiplication deteriorates affecting the
overall performance of the method.

When K 6= 1 (and M 6= 1) we have a proper two dimensional
processor grid and in this case block Ai,j belongs solely to a
single processor. Let then each processor belongs to a row
group and to a column group on the processor grid. Fur-
thermore, let the matrix Q(k) be again distributed row-wise
to M processors (M < Pr). The number of columns s of
this matrix will always be much smaller than the size of the
matrix (s� n) thus we can easily store it on a smaller sub-
set of processors. In addition, let these M processors belong
to the first line of the processor grid (i.e. holding blocks
A1,1:K respectively). Then, the product (8) is accomplished
in parallel as follows:

1. Each processor holding block Qj,1 broadcasts it to its
column group.

2. Each processor performs the local matrix-matrix prod-
uct Ai,jQj,1.

3. Each processor of the first column in the processor grid
performs a reduction operation in its row group.

4. Each processor of the first column in the processor grid
distributes its local result to the corresponding proces-
sor of the first row of the processor grid (implemented
by point to point send/receive communication).

In this case, the size of the blocks Ai,j reduces as O(n/
√
Pr)

and thus we can use a large number of processors without
hampering local matrix-matrix multiplication performance.



Parallel Conjugate Gradient
*Input*
SPD matrix: A distributed row-wise. Each proc. has
a number (C) of complete consecutive rows,
right hand columns: Vj distributed row-wise.

Initial solution X(0), CG iterations: cg iter

*Output*
Approximate solutions X of linear system AX = Vj

1. Set R(1) = Vj −AX(0), Q(1) = R(1)

(parallel matrix-matrix multiplication)
2. do k = 1, . . . , cg iter

3. T := AQ(k)

(parallel matrix-matrix multiplication)
Matrix T is distributed

4. αk,i =
<R

(k)
i ,R

(k)
i >

<Ti,Q
(k)
i >

,

if (k == 1) then

ALLREDUCE < R
(k)
i , R

(k)
i > i = 1, . . . ,m,

else use from
line 8 (previous step)

ALLREDUCE < Ti, Q
(k)
i >, i = 1, . . . ,m since

vectors R
(k)
i , Q(k) and Ti are distributed

5. X
(k)
i = X

(k−1)
i + αk,iTi, i = 1, . . . ,m

No communication required: αk can be
calculated at all procs.
due to reductions at step 4

6. Ti = αk,iTi, i = 1, . . . ,m
No communication required

7. R(k+1) = R(k) − T
No communication required.

8. βk,i =
<R

(k+1)
i ,R

(k+1)
i >

<Ti,Q
(k)
i >

, i = 1, . . . ,m

ALLREDUCE < R
(k+1)
i , R

(k+1)
i >,

i = 1, . . . ,m (save for next step)

Use < Ti, Q
(k)
i > from line 4

9. Q
(k+1)
i = R

(k+1)
i + βk,iQ

(k)
i , i = 1, . . . ,m

10. enddo

Table 2: Distributed memory parallel implementa-
tion of the CG algorithm.

This implementation relies again on collective communica-
tions, however a part of the communication load is point to
point in this case. We conducted an extensive study and
used simulated annealing algorithms ([2], [6]) to obtain the
optimal mapping of MPI processes on the BG/P torus net-
work in order to minimize the impact of point to point com-
munications. As a result, the largest part of communication
time is spent on collective communications that are deployed
on the very fast dedicated tree network. Table 2 contains
a description of our overall parallelization strategy of the
Conjugate Gradient algorithm. In the case of an one dimen-
sional processor grid the global reductions (ALLREDUCE) are
performed on all of the available processors. In the case of
a two dimensional processor grid, then these reductions are
performed only within the first row group of the processor
grid.

5.1 The Parallel Diagonal Estimator Algorithm

We are now ready to give a complete overview description
of the parallel Diagonal Estimator algorithm. Let the initial
estimation to the diagonal be initialized to zero Ds = 0.
Then, we proceed as follows

1. Each process randomly initializes its local part of array
V with entries ±1 with equal probability 1/2.

2. Compute X = P (A, V ) by means of CG Iterative Re-
finement

3. Each process performs local operations

Ds = Ds +

"
sX

i=1

(Vi ⊗Xi)

#
�

"
sX

i=1

(Vi ⊗ Vi)

#

4. Compute local trace of diagonal Ts = sum(Ds) and
global sum by means of ALLREDUCE.

5. IF the trace ts has converged THEN STOP ELSE
GOTO step 1.

Observe that the scheme requires minimal communication
outside the CG Iterative Refinement procedure. This is so
because the multiplications ⊗ and divisions � at step 3 are
Hadamard ones, i.e point-wise. It is obvious that one can
expedite the convergence of the diagonal estimator by using
several concurrent replicas, each working on copies of the
same matrix A. It is not too daring to envision even asyn-
chronous schemes. In the current work we have not utilized
this feature, but rather all of the available compute nodes
work on one replica of the stochastic estimation. Our tar-
get was to demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of
the method while reaching high percentages of peak perfor-
mance on massively parallel supercomputers.

6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We conducted our experiments on two different BG/P instal-
lations. The first installation was the 8 rack WatsonShaheen
BG/P system at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center,
in which each compute node is equipped with 4 Gbytes of
main memory. The second is a much larger BG/P installa-
tion, namely the Jugene Supercomputer at Jülich Supercom-
puting Center, where we utilized 72 BG/P racks, totaling
294,912 compute cores and 144 Tbytes of main memory.

A note on our example matrices. These are synthetic SPD
matrices that exhibit a decaying behavior away from the
main diagonal. In particular:

ai,j =
1

|i− j|2 , i 6= j and ai,i = 1 +
√
i, i = j. (9)

The condition number of these matrices is in the orderO(
√
n).

The decaying behavior and the condition number was chosen
to simulate the decreasing correlation of high dimensional
data samples in covariance matrix analysis.
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Figure 2: Stochastic Diagonal Estimator. Mean
square error of the diagonal of the inverse matrix
for n = 1000, 2000, 4000 and s = 1 up to 100.

Figure 3: Stochastic Diagonal Estimator. Esti-
mation of the trace of the inverse matrix A−1 for
n = 1638400, for s = 1 up to s = 1024 random vectors.

6.1 Scaling tests with the Stochastic Diagonal
Estimator

We start with tests utilizing up to 8 BG/P racks (Watson-
Shaheen) and the one dimensional variant of the parallel
matrix-matrix multiplication kernel.

We start with a demonstration of the convergence properties
of the scheme. Figure 2 illustrates the mean square error for
the diagonal of the inverse matrix with sizes n = 1000, 2000
and 4000 (s reaches values up to 100). We observe that
convergence is indeed very fast (with respect to the number
s of random vectors). Figure 3 illustrates the convergence
of the trace tr(A−1)of the inverse of matrix A with n =
1638400. Convergence of the CG scheme was set to 1e −
5. We observe that it takes roughly 1000 right hand side
vectors to reach convergence of the trace of the inverse close
to 5 digits of accuracy, which meets the requirements of
the underlying application in risk analysis and uncertainty
quantification.

Weak scaling is also quite satisfactory. Figure 4 holds run
times for weak scaling runs for n=204800, 409600, 819200
and 1638400, using Pr=512, 2048, 8192 and 32768 compute
cores. Observe that the total complexity of the Stochastic
Diagonal Estimator remains quadratic with respect to size

Figure 4: Stochastic Diagonal Estimator. Weak scal-
ing test for n=204800, 409600, 819200 and 1638400,
using M =512, 2048, 8192 and 32768 compute cores.

Figure 5: Stochastic Diagonal Estimator. Strong
scaling for n=204800, 409600, and 819200. Observe
that for each compute node we have four compute
cores

of the matrix n. Here we have used m = 1024 right hand
side vectors. Figure 5 illustrates strong scaling results. We
observe that strong scaling is quite satisfactory and improves
with increasing matrix size.

Finally, we report here a second line of experiments up to
72 BG/P racks (Jugene) for which we utilized the second
version (2 dimensional distribution) of the matrix-matrix
multiplication kernel. Table 3 illustrates the results for a
weak scaling on 16, 32, 64 and 72 BG/P racks (matrix
sizes: 1.47× 106, 1.83× 106, 2.94× 106 and 3.1× 106, which
correspond to a maximum data size of c.a. 8.7 TBytes).
We observe that the method exhibits excellent scaling and
achieves a peak performance that exceeds 730 TFlops, that
corresponds to 73% of peak performance. It is also impor-
tant to stress that time to solution ranges up to 20 minutes
for all cases, rendering very large scale uncertainty analy-
sis tractable. For comparison, the standard Cholesky based
approach would require almost an entire day.

7. CONCLUSIONS



Table 3: Summary of results for large scale tests
# cores matrix size performance (Tflops) % peak
65536 1.47× 106 151 70
131072 1.83× 106 302 70
262144 2.94× 106 635 73
294912 3.10× 106 730 72.8

Inverse covariance matrices hold a central role in data ana-
lytics and in particular in uncertainty quantification. Mod-
ern applications, in Geology, Portfolio Management, Astro-
physics and Signal Processing to name a few, require analysis
of an ocean of data that quickly increases the computational
load to the exascale level if standard techniques are to be
used. At the same time, we are producing new data at previ-
ously unimaginable rates that significantly exceed the rate
at which we improve even our best supercomputers. This
poses a great challenge. We realized that we need to ad-
dress it in multiple fronts, starting with complexity. We de-
veloped a new stochastic estimation method for the compu-
tation of the diagonal entries of inverse covariance matrices.
We coupled it with a new quadratic cost iterative refinement
method to solve very large dense linear systems. As a re-
sult we reduced computational complexity to quadratic in
comparison to the cubic complexity of standard linear alge-
bra techniques that are based on matrix factorizations. We
stress that the new Iterative Refinement solver is of general
purpose and can find numerous applications that are dif-
ferent than the current one. The solver is able to achieve
several levels of high precision based on low precision arith-
metic. The presence of fast low precision hardware on cur-
rent and emerging heterogeneous platforms can take great
advantage of the features of the new solver. Our second
target was to achieve high utilization of the computational
resources. We demonstrated that the new method scales to
hundreds of thousands of compute cores, at the same time
achieving performance that exceeds 73% of theoretical peak
(730TFlops on 72 BG/P racks). This facilitated the analysis
of several terabytes of data in a matter of a few minutes. We
believe that the present work serves as clear demonstration
that analysis of the much larger future datasets is indeed
possible.
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